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Abstract
Pneumonia is one of the diseases that people may encounter in any period of their lives.
Recently, researches and developers all around the world are focussing on deep learning
and image processing strategies to quicken the pneumonia diagnosis as those strategies
are capable of processing numerous X-ray and computed tomography (CT) images.
Clinicians need more time and appropriate experiences for making a diagnosis. Hence,
a precise, reckless, and less expensive tool to detect pneumonia is necessary. Thus, this
research focuses on classifying the pneumonia chest X-ray images by proposing a very
efficient stacked approach to improve the image quality and hybridmultiscale
convolutional mantaray feature extraction network model with high accuracy. The input
dataset is restructured with the sake of a hybrid fuzzy colored and stacking approach.
Then the deep feature extraction stage is processed with the aid of stacking dataset by
hybrid multiscale feature extraction unit to extract multiple features. Also, the features
and network size are diminished by the self-attention module (SAM) based convolutional
neural network (CNN). In addition to this, the error in the proposed network model will
get reduced with the aid of adaptivemantaray foraging optimization (AMRFO) approach.
Finally, the support vector regression (SVR) is suggested to classify the presence of
pneumonia. The proposed module has been compared with existing technique to prove
the overall efficiency of the system. The huge collection of chest X-ray images from the
kaggle dataset was emphasized to validate the proposed work. The experimental results
reveal an outstanding performance of accuracy (97%), precision (95%) and f-score (96%)
progressively.
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1 Introduction

The lungs of any human can be affected by an acute respiratory infection called Pneumonia
[27]. This pneumonia can be categorised as bacterial pneumonia and viral pneumonia. In
general, bacterial pneumonia holds several acute symptoms. The bacterial and viral pneumonia
are significantly differentiated by the way of treatment. The bacterial pneumonia can be treated
with antibiotic therapy. Viral pneumonia can be recovered without any others help. [9] The
hazardous of pneumonia could be very severe and needs time for regaining the health of
patient. Hence, crucial research is required for developing a novel computer-aided diagnosis
(CAD) approach that will lessen mortality associated with pneumonia, specifically child
mortality, in the emerging biosphere.

Clinical experts use various images such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), chest X-
ray, and CT for diagnosing pneumonia. A chest X-ray plays an essential role in the pneumonia
diagnosis system due to the lesser cost and easier access. Furthermore, all the hospitals have
radiology imaging systems hence the appropriateness and accessibility of the radiography-
based methods are very high [5, 11, 14]. Radiology experts need to put more effort and time
into analysing the X-ray image. Hence, different computer algorithms have developed for
analysing the x-ray images. In addition, different CAD designs have industrialized for
providing an intuition of x-ray images. But doctors do not obtain adequate data from these
tools to make a decision [13].

The CAD systems are usually developed with certain statistical analysis, machine learning
and deep learning tools. These approaches are employed for tackling multifaceted computer
vision issues in the field of medical imaging such as lungs segmentation [4, 10, 25], lungs
classification and so on [3, 6, 20]. Deep learning is considered as a significant division in the
arena of artificial intelligence, which obtains raw data as input and represents the features using
the layered concepts. At last, it maps the input towards the target class based on the learned
features. These deep learning approaches do not necessitate human interpretation [16]. The
primary stages that are included in CAD systems are pre-processing, regions of interest (ROI)
extraction, feature extraction and classification. The medical image analysis utilized deep
learning approaches because of their suitability in the replacement process of feature extraction
and classification ability of chest X-ray than that of traditional CADs [15]. CNN is conceded as
the best image classification model because it contains few parameters and interconnections.
Hence, the training process of CNN is much easier than that of remaining neural networks.
Here, the high-level features are learned with deeper structures for ensuring the best classifi-
cation accuracy [21, 29].

The scarcity of X-rays makes the training process of deep neural networks a more
challenging task. Thus, most of the recent pneumonia detection approaches adopt transfer
learning as a feasible solution in this condition. Some of the transfer learning models are
Xception, VGG16, VGG19, ResNet and its variants, Inception-v3 and its variants, MobileNet,
DenseNet, and NASNet [12].

Many researchers are interested in CNN, and this application has a tremendous outcome in
a medical image classification task. The deep learning models need huge data variability to
provide a reasonable presentation. Also, the compact CNN networks do not extract adequate
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features due to their shallow structure. Hence, how to increase the capability of such model in
classification task is still a big challenge. The CNNmodule can clear up the pattern recognition
issues and object extraction problems and also this network is also inclined with vast
processing capacity. In present, all around the world is affected due to the pandemic of
COVID19 that is family of pneumonia. Many of the clinics employ such kinds of clinical
data for managing their patient or healthcare data. This usually makes large amounts of data
that take text, numbers, charts and images. Inappropriately, this information will get used
infrequently for supporting decision-making in the hospital. To pinpoint the classification, it
grasps plenty of times. Therefore there is a demand for a classification strategy with prohibitive
accuracy. The above mentioned has motivated us to propose a hybrid effective, optimized
hybrid neural network model for the pneumonia classification and it seems to be a major
motivation of this research. Therefore, a robust and precise model is needed to extract features
and the classification of Pneumonia for the rapid diagnosis.

In this study, we have embedded the self-attention based convolution mantaray network
model due to its speedy process of training. It recommended notably few training parameters
when measuring up with existing techniques and this method is computationally efficient. The
multiscale feature extraction unit is emphasised in the first convolutional layer of the CNN for
the extraction of deep feature and the optimization algorithm is jointly contributed in the self
attention based CNN for the optimal selection of hyper parameters or the loss function
reduction. CNN is emphasised as an artificial neural network (ANN) and it is augmented to
undertake the images automatically. The CNN network model is integrated with multiple
layers. Sharing weights and connectivity among the neurons is the essential role of CNN
networks. The concepts of connectivity in neural network diminish the complexity of the
network. In a real-world application, the deep learning schedule had procured massive success
in classification methods. The several hindrances may moderate its usage in certain applica-
tions. It requires an enormous amount of labelled data to train the parameters. The major
contribution of this research is to upsurge the accuracy of pneumonia detection model by
selecting the more discriminant deep features with less computational time. The major
contributions of the proposed work include the following:

& An efficient hybrid dataset restructuring strategy is intended to improve image quality and
minimize the interference and dataset reconstruction. The stacked dataset is further utilised
for training and this will leads to extract the efficient features.

& By the intrusion of a multiscale feature extraction unit in the first convolutional layer, the
narrow network model is presented to extract more discriminant deep features with a
smaller number of layers and diminish the extracted features’ dimension.

& The self attention mechanism is intended in the feature extraction model to capture the
long dependences of deep features, reduce the network depth, and improve the classifica-
tion accuracy.

& To improve the classification accuracy by selecting optimal hyper parameters through
meta-heuristic approaches.

The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows: Sections 2 provides the survey of
recently published papers relevant to pneumonia classification. Section 3 describes the pro-
posed methodologies with three stages. Section 4 validates the simulation part along with
results and discussion. Section 5 affords the conclusion and future scopes of the proposed
article.
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2 Literature survey

2.1 Some of the recent related works are discussed as follows

Rahman et al. [22] detected bacterial and viral pneumonia by introducing deep CNN with
transfer learning. Initially, the chest X-ray images were pre-processed to perform normaliza-
tion based on the morals of pre-trained models. These pre-processed images were utilized to
train four CNNs including AlexNet, ResNet18, DenseNet201, and SqueezeNet, based on
transfer learning. Data augmentation (rotation, scaling and translation) had intensified to
amplify the classification accuracy. The work had been validate with chest X-ray dataset
and the DenseNet201 with normal, bacteria and viral pneumonia attains an accuracy, sensi-
tivity, precision and f score of 93.3%, 93.2%, 93.7%, 93.5%, ResNet18 of 87.7%, 88%,
87.5%, 90%,AlexNet of 88.4%, 83%, 88%, 88% and Squeeze Net of 86%, 85%, 87%,86%
respectively. Sirazitdinov et al. [24] investigated the prospects of machine learning solutions in
automatic pneumonia detection and localization application. Furthermore, they enriched two
CNNs such as Mask R-CNN and RetinaNet to efficiently detect and localize pneumonia. Here,
RetinaNet and Mask R-CNN have been utilized as primary and secondary model respectively
to adjust the portions of pneumonia. The network parameters of the proposed model had
adjusted using a non-maximum suppression (NMS) approach. By the experimental validation,
the developed methods attain a precision, recall and f score of 75%, 79% and 77%,
respectively.

Zhang et al. [30] formulated anomaly detection as a one-class classification task that
differentiates viral pneumonia from non-viral one. To do that, a confidence-aware anomaly
detection unit (CAAD) has been proposed. When that unit produced smaller confidence score
then the input would be categorized as viral pneumonia. In that approach, the whole viral
pneumonia classes were treated as anomalies to evade specific modelling for each viral
pneumonia categories. From that study, the performance such as area under the receiver
operator curves (AUC), sensitivity, specificity, and, accuracy had validated. From the evalu-
ation the developed model attains an AUC of 83.61%, accuracy of 72.77%, sensitivity of
71.70% and specificity of 73.83%, respectively.

Yee and Raymond [28] suggested a CNN network for the pneumonia diagnosis using chest
X-ray images. Here, the author had introduced three models, such as K-nearest neighbour
(KNN), neural network (NN) and support vector machines (SVM) consecutively. The perfor-
mance of KNN, NN and SVM attains an accuracy of (83%), (84%) and (84%) also the three
model had procure a precision of (83%), (74%) and (92%), recall of (84%), (75%) and (83%),
f score of (84%), (75%) and (90%) respectively. Ying et al. [26] had developed deep learning
techniques for the efficient diagnosis of COVID-19 with the rid of CT images. The process of
CT diagnosis had progressed by three essential stages. Initially, the extraction of main regions
of lungs and then details relation extraction neural network (DRE-net) was developed to
extract top-K details assimilated in the CT images. Finally, the prediction of image level was
coordinated to attain a patient level. From the experimental analysis it had been seen that
VGG16, Dense Net and ResNet had been compared with DRE-Net and it attains an accuracy
of (91%), (87%), (90%), (95%), precision of (80%), (76%), (81%), (79%), recall of (89%),
(93%), (93%), (96%) and f score of (84%), (83%), (86%), (87%) respectively.

Mahmud et al. [17] proposed deep CNN to automatically detect COVID-19 and different
kinds of pneumonia automatically using smaller chest X-ray datasets. That proposed model
utilized different dilation rates in the depth-wise convolution to efficiently extract expanded
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features of chest X-rays. Here, the early training stage had learned using certain added fine-
tuning layers and they were used less amount of chest X-rays for further training. In initial,
fine-tuning layers can be transferred with the aid of training phase and they were further
trained to diagnose pneumonia. That proposed prediction model has been optimized using a
stacking algorithm. At last, gradient-based discriminative localization had used for distinguish-
ing the anomalous portion of X-ray images that reflected various kinds of pneumonia. The
developed stacked multi-resolution CovXNet method attains normal images with 97%, viral
with 87.3%, bacterial with 94%, both viral and bacterial with 89%, normal, viral and bacterial
with 90%, respectively.

Moujahid et al. [19] developed a CNN-based classification strategy by analysing pneumo-
nia detected patients with X-ray lung images. Pre-processing, feature extraction, selection and
classification were the steps for pneumonia diagnosis. In the first stage, the images had been
prepared by reshaping or resizing the image to feed to the next stage. With the aid of the
weight updation of the neurons the network gets trained. That can be validated by minimising
the loss function and maximizing the accuracy rate. Here, the cross entropy was assimilated as
a loss function, and softmax was inclined to function. The validated method attains accuracy,
precision and f score of 96.81%, 91%, and 94% at 33 epochs.

Singh and Kolekar [23] developed deep learning strategy for COVID-19 diagnosis by
utilising chest CT scan images in an edge cloud computing platform. The exemplary tune
transfer learning model had been proposed and it had been processed under three stages. Pre-
processing, fine-tuned Mobile Net V2 model, and classifier. In a Mobile Net V2 network
model, convolutions were integrated in depth wise manner. The method had been differenti-
ated into depth wise convolution and point wise convolution. The architecture had been
incorporated with convolution layers, expansion layers and projection layers. The feature
map dimension gets enhanced in the expansion layer and the high dimensional data had been
converted into low dimensional data in the projection layer. The CT images were utilized for
the experimental validation. The assessment metrics such as accuracy, precision, f score,
sensitivity and specific attains a value of 96.4%, 94.6%, 96.5%, 94.4% and 93.2%, respec-
tively. In addition to that the statistical significance test had also been examined.

ElpeltagyandSallam [7] had progressed automatic prediction of disease diagnosis from
chest images by manipulating modified ResNet53. It has been implemented to differentiate the
patients normal or abnormal. The enhancement in ResNet50 had been integrated with convo-
lution layer, batch normalization layer and activation Relu layers. The layers as mentioned
above had been inclined in the original architecture to extend the robustness of the developed
model. Here, the weight updation in neural network had been handled by the adam optimizer
with 1 e−4learning rate and five epochs. The presented method attains the performance metrics
of accuracy (97%), sensitivity (96.5%), specificity (95%) and precision (97%), respectively.

Achanta et al. [2] introduced hidden Markov model-based adaptive dynamic time warping
to recognise the physically challenged persons. In that article, the author had developed a
proficient gait recognition system to detect the abnormal condition of the person in a congested
area and rendering desirable warn to the persons by keep track of them. The solution had easily
gathered by hidden Markov model with the rid of data classification with several task nodes.
The developed model attains the sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of 93.5%, 91% and
92.4% progressively. Achanta et al. [1] had evolved a gait detection approach in a wireless IoT
system by using force sensitive resistor (FSR) sensor and wearable devices. Adaptive neuro
fuzzy interference system (ANFIS) suggested that classification and ant colony optimization
(ACO) were integrated to optimise efficient routing. The author originated both the
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classification and optimization model to dispense the optimal routing path and to preserve the
Qos requirements. The well organised developed model had been implemented in a matlab
platform and it attains a recognition rate of 95% specifically.

2.1.1 Problem statement

From the surveys taken, it has been recognised that the conventional methods for pneumonia
diagnosis classification are not so accurate and efficient. Nowadays, artificial intelligence
methods have been broadly utilized to classify pneumonia X-ray images. But, the training
process of these approaches needs more data to give acceptable performance. Thus, the
complexity of these approaches has been increased. Also, their performance has been de-
creased due to the overfitting problem. The majority of the reviewed methods grab very long
time to train and assemble the classification results. If the classification has to be performed
with enormous images with large quantity of features, the classifier clutches high learning time
to detect the normal and abnormal images. Several surveyed techniques are highly efficient
and systematic in presuming better classification results, but those accurate techniques are
computationally complex and impractical to implement in real-world. To compromise the
immediate requirement of an accurate and efficient classification strategy and overcome the
aforementioned issues, the efficient novel technique is proposed in this research. The selection
of optimization strategy had emphasised the computational complexity in the neural network.
Therefore, the appropriate selection of optimization with high convergence rate accomplishes
effective classification results with low computational complexity. AMRFO algorithm is
nominated and it diminishes the computational complexity under the essence of learning
strategy with less error. The primary goal of the proposed work is to enhance the efficient
classification outcome by mitigating the time and computational complexities. In this study a
new hybrid network model is proposed to extract deep features by allowing self-attention
mechanism in the network model also the loss function is optimized with the aid of meta-
heuristic approaches.

3 Proposed methodology

In our work, the convolutional network is combined together with Mantaray optimization
along with multiscale method to create a hybrid diagnosis for pneumonia. This methodology
having three stages: pre-processing data, deep feature extraction and classification. The pre-
processing of data is carried through the hybrid fuzzy color and stacking approach. This
approach initially filter the data using fuzzy color method and the output image from fuzzy
color is gone through the stacking approach to obtain restructured dataset with the best quality
Hybrid multiscale convolution mantaray network is proposed to diminish the count of deep
features without the loss of its original property. The multiscale feature extraction combined
with self-attention module based convolutional neural network to minimize the network depth
and extract more deep features with narrow configuration. The adaptive mantaray foraging
optimization (AMRFO) algorithm is suggested to reduce the loss of function in the network by
tuning the hyper-parameter. Finally, support vector regressor (SVR) based decision module
identifies pneumonia by getting the selected feature sets as input. The framework of the
developed method is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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3.1 Computer-aided diagnosis

Computer-aided detection is a computer-based system that helps to analyse the disease through the
medical image [18]. In deep learning, multilayer structure connects many middle layers from the
hierarchical structure created from the first input layer to the last output layer [8]. In CADdiagnosis,
data were collected as the image format and the data is collectedwithout the loss of any information.
The CAD diagnosis increases the accuracy of the identification of disease in certain area. In this
proposed method the CAD helps to implement the diagnosis of pneumonia in human body.

3.2 Pre-processing data

3.2.1 Fuzzy color and stacking approach

The concept of fuzzy is established following its degree of accuracy. Fuzzy color approach
plays a significant part in image processing analysis. Region of interest (ROI) sketches a
certain area for analysis of image to get accurate information. The computer tomography (CT)
images give multiple images with different angles to get to know about the problem. With the
help of ROI, the process of analyzing the disease became easier. The ROI sketch the needed
area of the CT images and proceed for the further process. The data are pre-processed using the
hybrid fuzzy coloured and stacking approach. The original data is taken as input for the pre-
processing data. In fuzzy color techniques, each information has three input variables RGB
(red, green and blue). Fuzzy color technique converts the input data into blurry windows. The
represented color image can be specified as follows:

I u; vð Þ ¼ R u; vð Þ;G u; vð Þ;B u; vð Þf g ð1Þ
where, R (u, v),G (u, v)and B (u, v) specifies the red, green and blue channels. (u, v),denotes
the pixel coordinate with x × yimage size. The color attributes present in an image get
augmented or improved due to the stretching of color channels. The process of stretching
with respect to red color is given as follows:

R u; vð Þ← R u; vð Þ−Rmin

Rmax−Rmin
ð2Þ

where,Rmax = max R (u, v) and Rmin = min R (u, v) for all (u, v)respectively. Therefore the
green and blue channels are stretched based on the same way. Inspite of this process, the image

Original data

Fuzzy colour

Stacking

Pre-processing

Feature 
extraction

Multiscale feature 
extraction unit

Extraction of 
multiple deep 
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AMRFO network 
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Detection of 
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Absence of pneumonia
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Fig. 1 Framework of proposed methodology
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get enhanced and the noises get removed. The intensity channel of an image can formulate the
fuzzy dissimilarity histogram and it is defined as:

I ¼ I u; vð Þ j0≤u≤X−1; 0≤v≤Y−1f g ð3Þ
I (u, v) = ρi signifies the intensity of the pixels in an image located at (u, v). The integer I
ranges from 0 to 255. Membership degree can be computed based on the distance among the
pixels and the window. The membership function can be stated as:

χ p; qð Þ ¼ max 1−I u; vð Þ−I p; qð Þ=SD; 0f g ð4Þ
SD signifies the standard deviation.p = u + i, q = v + j; i, j ∈ (−1, 0, 1).The fuzzy
membership function can be sated by the involvement of membership values of neighbouring
pixels. Therefore the fuzzy membership function based on fuzzy similarity index is stated as

ϕmf u; vð Þ ¼ ∑
1

i¼−1
∑
1

j¼−1
μ uþ i; vþ jð Þ ð5Þ

In the pre-processing, the elimination of noise takes place based on fuzzy color approach. The
main aim of fuzzy colorapproachis the isolation of input data in to blurred windows. In this
technique, the weight value of each pixels are ensemble as degree of membership. The noisy
images from the dataset can be pre-processed with the fuzzy color technique.

3.2.2 Stacking techniques

The technique image stacking, deals with the image processing concept. Image stacking is a
process of reconstructing the image to progress the quality of an image. The method signifies
eradicating the noise from the input image by combining a minimum of two images and
dividing it into two parts: background and overlay. Initially, the images are processed in
background, and another one is acting as overlaying background image. Contrast, brightness,
opacity and combining ratio are the important parameters of the two images. The stacking
technique reconstructs the original data or image with the aid of fuzzy technique. The original
and structured dataset are background and overlay. In the pre-processing stage, the noise are
eradicated with fuzzy color technique and the original images or dataset get stacked to enhance
the quality of a dataset. Then the stacked dataset is further utilized for feature extraction
process.

3.3 Deep feature extraction

The hybrid multistate feature extraction approach with self-attention module (SAM)
basedCNN is proposed to extract deep features and reduce the count of deep features without
its original scheme. Feature extraction involves reducing the number of resources required to
describe the dataset with a large set of data. Deep feature extraction may be done by extracting
the high features from the image for precise identification of the image. The crucial set of
features are selected according to neural networks. Multiscale feature extraction will extract
features from different scales with various resolutions of frequency domain. After the extrac-
tion of features, self-attention based CNN is suggested to analyse the deep features in the
training stage. CNN usually detect important features automatically without any human
supervision. Adaptive mantaray foraging optimization (AMRF) is proposed to reduce the loss
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function of the network. Hybridmultiscale SAM-CNN-AMRF network model is proposed to
extract deep features, minimize the depth of the network with a selected set of features, and
reduce the neural network’s loss.

3.3.1 Multiscale feature extraction

The primary aim of this approach is to extract the features without any redundancy.
Initially, the original image is divided into labelled datasets. Let us assume that the
image is comprised of S sampling points and D data points. Partitioning of samples
can be described as:

U tð Þ ¼ U1;V1ð Þ; U2;V2ð Þ:… UN ;VNð Þf g;N ¼ S
D

ð6Þ

N specifies the number of samples. After the partitioning of samples, to compute the
samples and compose the feature extraction approach, one dimensional kernel with
various scales is established. The computation outcome can be transformed into two
dimensional by concatenating. Therefore the expression can be stated as follows:

F ¼ Concatenate ReLU ω1
1U þ b11

� �
:…ReLU ωn

1U þ bn1
� �� � ð7Þ

O ¼ down F;mð Þ ð8Þ
Usignifies the sample elected from dataset, ωdenotes the weight matrix with dissimilar
scales, bdenotes the bias vector, Re LUspecifies the Rectified Linear unit is also
stated as an activation function, Concatenate (.)signifies the combination of one
dimensional feature vectors and two dimensional feature maps by that the extracted
features are analysed in a positive way. Fsignifies the two dimensional feature map. m
anddown (.)signifies the scale and down sampling function of max pooling. Output
feature map of the pooling layer can be denoted asO . The multi extracted features
can be defined as follows:

Mean value ρ1 ¼
1

i
∑
i

j¼1
x jð Þ ð9Þ

Standard Deviation ρ2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

i−1
∑
i

j¼1
x jð Þ−ρ1½ �2

s
ð10Þ

AbsoluteMean value ρ3 ¼
1

i
∑
i

j¼1
jx jð Þj ð11Þ

waveform index ρ4 ¼
ρ2
ρ3

ð12Þ
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Maximumvalue ρ5 ¼ max jx jð Þj ð13Þ

Minimumvalue ρ6 ¼ min jx jð Þj ð14Þ

Peak−to−peakvalue ρ7 ¼ ρ5−ρ6 ð15Þ

Pulse index ρ8 ¼
ρ5
ρ3

ð16Þ

Peak index ρ9 ¼
ρ5
ρ2

ð17Þ

Squarerootamplitude ρ10 ¼
1

i
∑
i

j¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jx jð Þj

p !2

ð18Þ

Margin index ρ11 ¼
ρ5
ρ10

ð19Þ

Skewness ρ12 ¼
1

i
∑
i

j¼1
x jð Þð Þ3 ð20Þ

Variance ρ13 ¼
1

i
∑
i

j¼1
x jð Þð Þ2 ð21Þ

Kurtosis ρ14 ¼
1

i
∑
i

j¼1
x jð Þð Þ4 ð22Þ

Multiscale feature extraction approach extracts multiple deep features and the extraction
approach strengthen the capability of feature extraction. The extracted features are coordinated
in a vector set format and it is expressed as follows:

FS ¼ ρ1;ρ2; ρ3; ρ4; ρ5; ρ6; ρ7; ρ8; ρ9; ρ10; ρ11; ρ12; ρ13; ρ14
� � ð23Þ

3.3.2 SAM-CNN-AMRF network model

The CNN has high accuracy and due to its high accuracy it is used for image classification and
recognition. CNN models works in deep learning approach by train and test every input image
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that passed through convolutional layer. Pooling layers are used as the filters in deep learning
for the clear data and softmax function to classify the object. The pooling layer reduces the size
of the spatial size to reduce the amount of parameter. The primary aim of the proposed network
model is to diminish the number of essential deep features and keep down the network size
with narrow configuration. Multiscale feature extraction approach with narrow receptive field
can affect the convolutional layer when processing with high dimensional input data. Hence,
the proposed model adds a self-attention module after every convolutional layer for capturing
the long-range dependences by considering the weighted sum of features. Also, loss function
of the proposed network is reduced using adaptive mantaray foraging optimization (AMRFO)
algorithm by tuning the hyper parameters.

The proposed network model is emphasized with convolutional layer, self-attention layer
and pooling layer. Convolutional layer is incorporated with convolutional kernels and it makes
an output by manipulating the rectified linear unit (Re LU). Computational time get dimin-
ished with the rid of pooling layers. The information is transformed through three
convolutional, self-attention, fully connected and max pooling layers in our approach. Both
Re LU and softmax activation functions were utilized in convolutional and output layer. The
expression of convolutional layers can be represented as:

Ui χð Þ ¼ max 0; bi χð Þ þ ∑Kij χð Þ*vi χð Þ� � ð24Þ
where,Ui (χ) ,vi (χ) and bi (χ)specifies the input, output and bias activation
map.Kij(χ)specifies the kernel among input and output feature map. Self-attention mechanism
is introduced to improve the concert of the CNN model. Therefore the attention value can be
synthesized as:

Vp ¼ 1

C Up
� � ∑

q
I Up;Uq
� �

h Uq
� � ð25Þ

U specifies the input fed to the self-attention block, V resembles the duet contribution of the
input signal and also the output of the softmax function. P terms the recorded position and q
resembles all position with different weights. h signifies the input feature set. I describes the
intensity. Therefore the output of the attention layer is coordinated with feature and self-
attention maps from prior convolutional layer. The parameter (α) in self-attention layer balance
both components and it get learned through the training process.

The output size of the convolutional layers turns down by instigating the pooling layers.
When the input is transformed through pooling layers, the deep set of features will get reduced
and the maximum value is accumulated. Therefore the maximum pooling layer is defined as
follows:

Ui
jk ¼ max vijsþm;Ksþn

� �
ð26Þ

Ui
jk signifies the neuron in the output activation map. The neurons in l layers are coupled with

neurons in the output layer L-1. The coupling process is executed in the fully connected layers.
In order to compute the weighted sum the connection among the L and L-1 layers is essential.
The output of the fully connected layers is expressed as follows:

Ui
jk ¼ ϕ uð Þ ∑

n l−1ð Þ

i 1
u L−1ð Þ ið Þ:ω lð Þ i; jð Þ þ b lð Þ jð Þ

 !
ð27Þ
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where, N(l − 1)signifies the presence of neurons in the previous layers and ϕ (u) describes the
activation function. Finally the softmax layer construct K dimensional reduced feature set. In
neural network, the cross entropy loss is termed as a loss or error function. The loss function
can be represented as follows:

Lf ¼ − ∑
n

i¼1
∑
m

j¼1
uij log

eω
T
j ui

∑
K

m¼1
eωT

m ui

0
BB@

1
CCA ð28Þ

The SAM-CNN gets trained with vast and diverse range of input features. But, the network
model comprises weight values that are changed randomly for every hidden layer, which
highly influences the classification accuracy. To avoid this trouble, the optimization method is
introduced to update the weights in each stage of the SAM-CNN network.

3.3.3 Adaptive Mantaray foraging optimization

The mantaray foraging optimization is developed by foraging of mantaray. The foraging
techniques classified into three types based on the concentration of planktons. The mantaray
also have a pair of vertical lobes which is in front of their mouth. Mantaray eats sea planktons
and the foraging techniques are based on the plankton’s concentration. Afitnessfunction is
formulated to determine the optimality of the chosen weight factor. This can be given as
follows:

Fit ¼ min Lf
� � ð29Þ

The mantaray foraging optimization is processed with three process they are chain foraging,
cyclone foraging and somersault foraging. The three unique and intelligent foraging strategies
of manta rays can be identified as follows:

Chain foraging The chain foraging is defined as the mantaray lined up for foraging and
moving on in the same line one after another. If the planktons are missed by one mantaray the
next one will scooped them. By doing this cooperative way, they can able to collect most of
the planktons. The position of every individual feature is identified and updated based on the
following chain position update equation:

ydi t þ 1ð Þ ¼ ydi tð Þ þ r þ αð Þ ydbest tð Þ−ydi tð Þ� �
i ¼ 1

ydi tð Þ þ r ydi¼1 tð Þ−ydi tð Þ� �þ α ydbest tð Þ−ydi tð Þ� �
i ¼ 2; 3;…N

	
ð30Þ

α ¼ 2r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jlogrj

p
ð31Þ

Here, ydi is the position of ith individual in the dth dimension, r is a random vector with ranges

in between [0,1], αis weight coefficient and ydbest is high concentration of planktons.

Cyclone foraging When the concentration of planktons is very high, the huge amount of
mantaray gathered together in the form of tail linkup with head of next one and move towards
the food through spiral shape like path. The position of every foraging feature in the group is
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updated based on the following position update equation:

−ydi t þ 1ð Þ ¼ ydbest þ r þ βð Þ ydbest tð Þ−ydi tð Þ� �
i ¼ 1

ydbest þ r ydi¼1 tð Þ−ydi tð Þ� �þ β xdbest tð Þ−ydi tð Þ� �
i ¼ 2; 3; :…N

	
ð32Þ

β ¼ 2er1
T−tþ1

T sin2πr1 ð33Þ
Here, T represents the maximum iterations number, β is the weight coefficient, and r1denotes
the random number in the range of [0, 1].

Each of individual get find a new position apart from the current position and that makes to
obtain a global search. The mathematical expression is given as,

ydi t þ 1ð Þ ¼ ydrand tð Þ þ r þ βð Þ ydrand tð Þ−ydi tð Þ� �
i ¼ 1

ydrand tð Þ þ r ydi¼1 tð Þ−ydi tð Þ� �þ β ydrand tð Þ−ydi tð Þ� �
i ¼ 2; 3; :…N

	
ð34Þ

Here, ydranddenotes the random position.

Somersault foraging Somersault Foraging is defined as random, frequent, local, cylindrical
movement of mantaray to foraging by individually. They do series of backward somersault
which cycling around the planktons that go towards the mantaray. The mathematical expres-
sion is given as,

ydi t þ 1ð Þ ¼ ydi tð Þ þ S r2 � ydbest−r3 � ydi tð Þ� � ð35Þ
Adaptive Mantaray Foraging Optimization is termed as an essential strategy to optimize the
problems. In order to improve the prospects of an MFO, an adaptive mechanism is introduced.
Initially the algorithm is improved by instigating opposition based learning technique. The
utilization of learning technique will yields an effective outcome and it is given as follows:

y
C

i ¼ ymax
i þ ymin

i −yci ð36Þ
where,yCi specifies the contrary location for yci , y

min
i and ymax

i specifies the minimum and
maximum constraints. In addition to learning technique, self-adaptive method is commenced
to improve the MFO approach. This is mainly due to the variable size adaptation of an
individual and it get changed by Eq. (37)

yci ¼ 10� P ð37Þ
where, Pdenotes the parameter. Along with that, the updated individual size can be represent-
ed mathematically in Eq. (38).

y
Cþ
i ¼ round xci � 1þ χð Þ� � ð38Þ

where,χ defines the random uniform distribution. The individual size gets increased or
decreased if the χ is positive or negative. Moreover, the hybrid multiscale SAM-CNN with
the help of AMRFO produces more accurate output with reduced error and it selects the
optimal hyper-parameters.
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3.4 Classification

The selected features with reduced dimensionality are directly given as an input to the support
vector regressor (SVR) to identify the presence of pneumonia. SVR is termed as an supervised
machine learning approach and it can be utilized for both regression and classification
problems. SVR seeks the hyper plane to discrete the positive data from the negative data with
high margin. The connections among the input and output variables can be recognized with the
aid of structural risk minimization (SRM) norm and it can be computed based on the following
equation:

Y ¼ K pð Þ ¼ ωϕ pð Þ þ m ð39Þ
p = (p1, p2, ……pl) specifies the input data, Yb ∈ Rlresembles the resultant value, ω ∈
Rldenotes the weight factor, m ∈ Rrepresents the mathematical constant number and ldenotes
the data size. ϕ (p)specifies the irregular function corresponds to map the input features in an
high dimensional feature space. To define the weight factor (ω) and mathematical constant
number (m ), the below formulae is emphasized in accordance with the concept of SRM:

Minimize
1

2
ωk k2 þ ρ ∑

l

d¼1
ξd þ ξd

*� �
 �

subjectto
yd− ωϕ pdð Þ þ mdð Þ≤γ þ ξd
ωϕ pdð Þ þ mdð Þ−yd ≤γ þ ξd

*

ξd ; ξd
*≥0

8<
:

9=
;

ð40Þ

where, ρdenotes the penalty function to maintain empirical risk and model flatness. ξd,
ξd∗denotes the loose variables and γ represents the constant. The above equation describes
the dual convex optimization problem and it can be solved with the aid of lagrangian function
and it is defined as follows:

L ω;m; ξd ; ξd
*; βd ;βd

*� �
¼ 1

2
ωk k2 þ D ∑

l

d¼1
ξd þ ξd

*− ∑
l

d¼1
βd ξd þ γ−yd þ ωϕ pdð Þ þ mð Þ−

∑
l

d¼1
βd

* ξd
* þ γ−yd−ωϕ pdð Þ−m� �

− ∑
l

d¼1
δd ξd þ δd

* ξd
*� � ð41Þ

where, δd, δd∗, ξd and ξd∗ are the lagrangian multipliers. Finally the regression function to
classify the presence of pneumonia with the sake of SVR can be computed as follows:

K pð Þ ¼ ∑
l

d 1
βd−βd

*� �
k p; pdð Þ þ m ð42Þ

k (p, pd) denotes the kernel function. Finally, the SVR classifier classifies the pneumonia
affected and non-affected classes.

4 Results and discussion

The most important aim of our proposed model is to progress the accuracy of pneumonia
disease with the sake of chest X-ray images. In this section, we have verified the implemen-
tation of the proposed tactic with the existing detection methodologies. The efficacy of the
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proposed method had been validated through kaggle dataset chest x-ray image (Pneumonia)
dataset. The kaggle dataset had been used globally in many fields and it attains a better
enriched outcome. The proposed pneumonia detection will be simulated in Python working
platform. The dataset is comprised with 5863 x-ray images in JPEG format and it had chosen
from the patients. Out of this, for a training phase 1341 normal and 3875 abnormal chest X-ray
images are taken. And for testing phase, 234 normal and 390 abnormal X-ray images are taken
to process. The dataset is developed with two types of classes (NORMAL and PNEUMO-
NIA). The real dataset is comprised with three folders namely, training, testing and validation.
Figure 2 shows the X-ray images with the presence and absence of Pneumonia.

The separation of input data in to blurred window can be performed by fuzzy color
approach technique. In accordance with fuzzy colored approach, a digital image processing
approach namely stacking technique is introduced to enhance the image quality in the dataset.
This technique coordinated more than one images and reconstructed with various focal
distances. Also it aims to eradicate the noises from the images. The hybrid fuzzy colored
and the stacked image is shown in Fig. 3.

4.1 Training accuracy and training loss

The performance of proposed model is validated in terms of training accuracy and loss curve.
In the training process both the parameters and hyper parameters are tuned. The Fig. 4 shows
the testing and training accuracy under 25 epochs. In a training accuracy curve, our proposed
model attains high accuracy of (97%) and signifies that the classification accuracy improves
during training. Also, the training loss of our model attains very low when compared with

Normal image (Absence of pneumonia)

Pneumonia image (Presence of pneumonia)

Fig. 2 Presence and Absence of pneumonia (Sample images)
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existing classification strategies. From the figure, we can sense that our proposed strategy
maximum training accuracy with minimum training loss.

4.2 Performance measure of quantitative analysis

This section deals with the suggested approach’s quantitative performance metric under seven
existingmethodologies, namely VGG16, Dense Net, Resnet, DRE-Net, KNN, NN and SVMdeep
learning approaches. The metrics such as Accuracy, Precision, Recall (Sensitivity) and F-measures
are evaluated. If the samples related to specific class are recognized appropriately for the classifi-
cation approach, then the samples are placed in True positive (TP) indices. But if the samples
related to some other classes are indentified exactly by the classifier then it is placed in True
negative (TN) indices. Similarly, False positive (FP) and False negative (FN) specifies the samples
are not correctly predicted by the classifier. The performance metrics are defined as follows:

4.2.1 Accuracy

The ability of a predictor is measured to identify the samples correctly, whether it is positive or
not. Accuracy is an essential metric to validate the proposed detection methodology’s efficacy
compared with existing methodologies. The effectiveness of the proposed method had been
proven through existing methods such as VGG16, Dense Net, Resnet, DRE-Net, KNN, NN
and SVM. The mathematical expression of accuracy is termed as follows:

Stacked image

Fig. 3 Hybrid fuzzy colored and stacked image

Fig. 4 Training accuracy and loss curve
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Ay ¼ Tpþ Tn
Tpþ Tnþ Fpþ Fn

ð43Þ

The accuracy measure of detection methodology in case of presence and absence of pneumo-
nia plays an imperative role in the performance analysis metrics. TP and TN define the number
of truly identified pneumonia and normal cases. The chest X-ray images are subjected to
recognize the healthy and wealthy images with high promising accuracy. Figure 5 illustrates
the graphical representation of accuracy. The proposed method achieves high outcome when
analyzed with existing techniques. The proposed model attains (97%) and the existing
VGG16, Dense Net, ResNet, DRE-Net, KNN, NN and SVM attains 91%, 87%, 90%, 95%,
83%,84% and 84% respectively.

4.2.2 Precision

Precision is also entitled as past predictive value (PPV) and it defined as the ratio of true
positive rate to all positive values. And also it evaluates how accurate this model is. Precision
can be defined as the classified images under labels. It can be summarized as the sum of
labelled images to the number of classified images. The precision can be calculated by Eq.
(44).

Pn ¼ Tp
Tpþ Fp

ð44Þ

The true positive values and false positive values authenticate the overall accuracy of
the system. Precision regards that the accurately classified positives beyond all
positive precisions. The false positive defines the number of normal cases can be
misclassified as pneumonia cases. The graphical representation of precision metric is
depicted in Fig. 6 with succeeding approaches. From Fig. 6 we come to know our
proposed model attains high value of (95%) and the prevailed techniques of VGG16,
Dense Net, Resnet, DRE-Net, KNN, NN and SVM attains 80%, 76%, 81%, 79%,
83%, 74% and 92% respectively.

Fig. 5 Graphical view of Accuracy
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4.2.3 Recall (sensitivity)

Recall measures the actual positives of the model and also it is emphasized to determine the
accuracy of the proposed system model. The measure of sensitivity is also entitled as true
positive rate (TPR). Sensitivity measures the capability of recognizing the positive samples
and it is calculated by the below Eq. (45):

Rl ¼ Tp
Tpþ Fn

ð45Þ

Where Fn signifies the false positives, which mean the number of pneumonia images incor-
rectly recognized as healthy images. The occurrence of error in a classification approach is
rectified via this metric. The graphical representation of recall is demonstrated in below figure.
From Fig. 7 it has been shown that our proposed tactic reveals a better recall value than the
other techniques compared with it. The recall value of proposed method is 97%, and the
existing method of VGG16, Dense Net, Resnet, DRE-Net, KNN, NN and SVM attains 89%,
93%, 93%, 96%, 84%, 75% and 83% respectively.

4.2.4 F-measure

F-measure computes the harmonic mean among the precision and sensitivity. The below figure
illustrate the F-measure. The proposed method attains 96% and the existing methods such as
VGG16, Dense Net, ResNet, DRE-Net, KNN, NN and SVM attains 84%, 83%, 86%, 87%,
84%, 75% and 90%respectively. The mathematical expression can be defined as follows:

F−measure ¼ 2� Precision� Sensitivity Recallð Þ
Precisionþ Sensitivity

ð46Þ

In the above mentioned metrics and equation, when the classification takes place under both
the healthy and pneumonia patients TP, TN, FP and FN are defined. The count of pneumonia
images recognized as pneumonia signifies the true positive rate. If the normal or healthy
images can be recognized as normal signifies the true negative rate. The normal image which

Fig. 6 Graphical view of Precision
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had picked incorrectly as pneumonia image is termed as false positive rate. Finally, the false
negative rate specifies the pneumonia images can be incorrectly detected as healthy. Based on
our proposed approach, we have achieved pneumonia detection accuracy, specificity, sensi-
tivity and F-measure of 97%, 95%, 97% and 96% respectively.

The experiments carried out in this section is emphasised with three stages, namely pre-
processing, feature extraction and classification. Deep learning has reformed automatic
disease diagnosis and management by meticulously analyzing, recognising and classifying
patterns in medical images. With the advent of artificial intelligence (AI), the computer-
aided diagnosis (CAD) tools have also remarkable growth. In first stage, the fuzzy color
technique and stacking techniques are emphasised for the elimination of unnecessary noises
and to escalate the quality of dataset. The fuzzy concept is instigated by concerning its
degree of accuracy. And, this technique is supposed to distinct the input data in to blurred
windows. Stacking approach is initiated to upsurge the quality of the presence of image in
the dataset. The hybrid fuzzy color and the reconstructed image are illustrated in Fig. 3. In
the second stage, feature extraction is processed with the aid of neural networks. Hybrid
multistate feature extraction unit is intended for the extraction of deep features. The features
are extracted with various resolutions and in this stage, the depth of the network gets
minimised, loss function gets reduced and deep features are extracted. In this stage, the
most relevant features are selected. In third stage, the selected features are fed to the
classifier to differentiate the presence and absence of pneumonia. The input and output
image is illustrated in Fig. 2. The performance of the proposed network model is validated in
terms of accuracy, precision, recall and F measure and it is shown through the graphical
representations of Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8, respectively.

Patients with health issues such as pulmonary edema, bleeding, atelectasis, lung
cancer or surgical interventions will make the pneumonia diagnosis more complex.
Several methods had developed to classify the healthy and un-healthy X-ray images
and in this research, the proposed method is evaluated with seven DL approaches,
namely VGG16, Dense Net, ResNet, DRE-Net, KNN, NN and SVM, to validate the
efficacy of the developed method. The existing methods are suffered due to some major
reasons. The KNN method tries to identify the K-nearest neighbour, but the points
nearest to are random and so, in this case, the method gets failed. The KNN classifier

Fig. 7 Graphical view of Recall
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had not potentially significant with large dataset and high dimensions. It needs standard-
ization and normalization (feature scaling) before applying KNN to the data. If it fails to
augment the feature scaling, the disease gets misclassified and it attains a very low
accuracy of 83%, precision of 83%, recall of 84% and f score 84% respectively. The NN
attains an accuracy, precision, recall and f score of 84%, 74%, 75% and 75% consecu-
tively. The method SVM is also validated with the developed model. The kernel function
in SVM makes strengthen to solve the complex issues. Still, the selection of best kernel
function was difficult and also the fine tuning of hyper-parameters makes the classifica-
tion accuracy demand. It procures 84%, precision of 92%, recall of 83% and f score of
90% progressively. The VGG 16 network is well suitable for learning and easy to
implement. VGG-16 transfer learning attains a good result, particularly in a fine tuning
task and also it yields high accuracy coverage. But, the network is insisted with
enormous weights parameter with high interference time. So it makes the pneumonia
diagnosis very complex. Therefore, this method attains an accuracy of 91%, precision of
80%, recall of 89% and f score of 84% accordingly. The existing DRE-Net had also been
compared with the developed network model and it attains an accuracy of 95%, precision
of 79%, recall of 96% and f-score 87% accordingly. In the existing ResNet, the
preceding feature from the chest X-ray images was reused by ResNet with identity
shortcuts. The features had safeguarded by the elimination of residual blocks. But the
identity shortcut had degraded with collapsing domain issues that highly diminish the
network’s learning capacity. The classification accuracy gets varied and yields an
accuracy of 90%, precision 81%, recall 93% and f score 86%, respectively. The subse-
quent layers in a Dense Net adopt dense concatenation for preserving the features, but it
requires large memory. Compared with the proposed network model, the approach is
Dense Net, and this network is emphasised with enormous connection layers. And these
excessive connections lead to diminishing the computational efficiency and parameter
efficiency and also, consumes enormous memory during the process of training. This
method attains an accuracy of 87%, precision of 76%, recallof 93% and f score
83%respectively. Apart from existing methods, the proposed method yields an accuracy
of (97%), precision of (95%), recall of (97%) and f score of (96%) correspondingly.

Fig. 8 Graphical view of Recall
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4.3 Confusion matrix analysis

The comparison of the actual value with the predicted value is demonstrated through confusion
matrix analysis. The measure of classification analysis of normal and pneumonia cases can be
classified with confusion matrices. Figure 9 depicts the confusion matrix of the proposed
model. In figure, it is seen that our proposed classification methodology perfectly detects
pneumonia and normal images. The testing phase is comprised with 234 normal images and
390 abnormal (pneumonia) images. For a healthy image, 229 images are predicted normally
and only five images are misclassified and for abnormal images, 380 samples are correctly
predicted as pneumonia and only ten images are misclassified as normal. From this confusion
matrix analysis we come to know the overall accuracy is around 98% respectively. For a
combined fuzzy and stacking approach in a healthy image, 227 images are predicted normal
and rest of 7 images are misclassified as pneumonia. For pneumonia images, 377 images are
correctly predicted as pneumonia and only 13 images are classified as healthy images.

4.4 Comparison of proposed framework with state-of–the-art techniques

The proposed scheme is seen to dominate the other approaches in terms of accuracy and other
performance metrics from the simulations carried out. The effectiveness and efficiency of the
proposed approach has been compared with the other state-of-the-art models relevant to
pneumonia classification. It is clearly evident from the simulations that the proposed frame-
work provided optimal results compared to other classification approaches. Rahman et al. [22]
presented four different deep CNN models to detect bacterial and viral pneumonia under the
influence of x-ray images. Here, the author reported the performance in three cases: normal,
viral, and bacterial pneumonia. The presence of neurons in the filters is associated with local
patches to enhance the spatial structure. Various pre-trained method had been emphasised to
inflate the classification accuracy perhaps the radiographic findings destroy the benefit of the
work. The scheme resulted in the accuracy of normal and pneumonia images, bacterial and
viral pneumonia images and normal, bacterial, and viral pneumonia with better performance.
The DNN for pneumonia localization [24] had been validated in the largest clinical database
for pneumonia diagnosis. Here, the DNN was utilized to forecast pneumonia affected areas.
Prediction of affected area will make support for a doctor to make a pneumonia diagnosis. Two
CNN networks, namely RetinaNet and Mask R-CNN, are introduced for detection and

Fig. 9 Confusion matrix analysis (a) Pneumonia classification, (b) Combined fuzzy and stacking technique
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localization. The method RetinaNet surpasses the accuracy and this method had the ability to
predict the probability of an object. The each layer in RetinaNet generates the dense candidate
frames and this leads to a negative number of samples. The Mask R-CNN is not much accurate
and the quality improvement makes a challenging one in Mask R-CNN. Hence, the adjacent
pixels in an image have identical image information, leading to upsurge or decline in
recognition and classification accuracy. The method showed a precision, recall and f score
of 75%, 79% and 77% respectively. The viral pneumonia screening [30] using the CAAD
model was adapted and the model is assimilated with feature extractor, an anomaly detection
module, and a confidence prediction module. The shared testing and training data are identical
and often occur class-imbalance issues. Accordingly, the classifier capitulates indigent sensi-
tivity performance and this leads to misdiagnosing healthy control. The experimental analysis
of the CAAD model yields an outcome of AUC of 83.61%, accuracy 72.77%, sensitivity
71.70% and specificity 73.83% progressively.

Khan et al. [14] developed a deep neural network to detect and diagnose normal and
abnormal images. The author had presented CoroNet for the detection of images. The
presented model showed an accuracy of 89.6% in the case of COVID vs Pneumonia, bacterial
vs pneumonia, viral vs Normal. The method had attained an overall accuracy of 90%. CoroNet
can still be favourable for radiologists and health experts to capture extensive understandings
into expository regard associated with COVID-19 cases. Ibrahim et al. [11] had presented
pneumonia classification with the aid of four way classification approach. Several researchers
had developed two ways and three way classification but here, the author had introduced four
way classifications using AlexNet architecture and it showed an overall accuracy of 93%,
sensitivity of 89% and sensitivity of 98%, respectively. Demir et al. [6] had defined CNN
approach for classifying lung diseases. Here, the lung sound signals were transformed into
spectrogram images based on time frequency methods (short time Fouriertransform (STFT)).
CNN network and SVM classifier had intended for the extraction of features and classification.
The method had turned out a result of 65% and 63% of accuracy progressively.

The pneumonia diagnosis concerning machine learning approaches had introduced by Yee
and Raymond [28] to train and test the data. The author had defined KNN, NN and SVM
strategy, but these methods diminished the stability and accuracy of classification. KNN is a
lazy learner, which means it had no training period to train the data. In addition to this, it
requires large memory to accumulate the training data and also it is computationally expensive
so that the training accuracy of the presented work had declined and it attains an accuracy,
precision, recall and f score of (83%), (83%),(84%) and (84%) consecutively. NN generates a
potential outcome when compared to machine learning techniques and also it generates less
error. And also, it trains the data in a parallel way; by this, the classification had performed
earlier, but it is computationally expensive. The NN method yields an accuracy, precision,
recall and f score of (84%), (74%), (75%) and (75%) consecutively. SVM classifier had been
well appropriate with unstructed and semi-structured data like text or images. SVM is
integrated with linear, polynomial, radial basis, and sigmoid kernel functions. SVM approach
procures extensive training time while executing with large dataset. Therefore, the linear kernel
yields a sensitivity of 83.5% and the rest of kernels had attained a sensitivity of 63%, 73% and
76% respectively. Apart from ML approaches, DL approached had developed to diagnosis the
COVID-19 [26]. Here, the DRE-net architecture had presented by the author for the COVID-
19 diagnosis. Here, VGG16, Dense Net and ResNet had validated with DRE-net architecture.
The method of VGG16 yields an accuracy of (91%), precision of (80%), recall of (89%), and f
score of (84%) consecutively. The method of Dense Net attains an accuracy, precision, recall
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and f score of 87%, 76%, 93% and 83% respectively. The performance measures of accuracy,
precision, recall and f score attains 90%, 81%, 93% and 86% with the intention of ResNet. The
author presented DRE-net method and it yields an accuracy of (95%), precision of (79%),
recall of (96%) and f score of (87%) respectively.

CNN based transfer learning approach presented by [19] for pneumonia diagnosis in a lung
images. The CNN consumes large amount of data to enhance the classification accuracy and it
will not encode the position and the orientation of the image. The results had turned out with
accuracy of (96%), precision of (91%) and f score of (94%) progressively. This scheme is
mostly equivalent with the proposed tactic but it is computationally complex. The identical
approach for COVID-19 diagnosis had presented by [23] using fine-tuned Mobile Net V2
model. The Mobile Net V2 had integrated with inverted residual block. Compared to other
methods it holds short time period to train the data. The experimental results turned out that the
presented method yields an accuracy of 96.81%, precision of 91%, recall of 97% and f score of
94% respectively. Another horrible method for COVID-19 diagnosis is ResNet 50 [7]. The
method had presented by the author to detect healthy and un-healthy patients. But it requires
prolonged time to train the data, but it is practically insoluble in real time applications. The
developed approach showed an improved performance in terms of accuracy, sensitivity,
specificity and precision independently. The comparison of the state-of-the-art-methods with
the proposed method is tabulated in Table 1:

5 Conclusion

Pneumonia is one of the respiratory infections and a vulnerable disease that arises in the lungs.
It affects humans in any time either by bacterial or viral infection. In this article, a hybrid
multiscale convolutional mantaray network model is developed to upsurge the overall accu-
racy and diminish the classification error. The reason behind such success is that DL
techniques do not depend on manual handcrafted features, but these algorithms learn features
spontaneously from data itself. At present, the convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are

Table 1 Performance comparison of state-of-the-art techniques with proposed framework

Methodology Accuracy (%) Precision
(%)

Recall
(%)

F1-score (%)

Proposed 97% 95% 97% 96%
VGG16 91% 80% 89% 84%
Dense Net 87% 76% 93% 83%
ResNet 90% 81% 93% 86%
DRE-Net 95% 79% 96% 87%
KNN 83% 83% 84% 84%
NN 84% 74% 75% 75%
SVM 84% 92% 83% 90%
Dense Net 201 93.2% 93.7% 93.2% 93.5%
ResNet18 87.7% 87.5% 88% 90%
Alex Net 88.4% 88% 83% 88%
Mask R-CNN – 75% 79% 77%
DRE-Net 95% 79% 96% 87%
CNN 96% 91% – 94%
Mobile Net V2 model 96% 91% 97% 94%
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known to perform better in both general and medical image-based applications. These
networks can be efficiently trained to detect normal and diseased patterns from the radio-
graphic scans. In this research, hybrid multiscale convolutional mantaray network model is
developed to upsurge the overall accuracy and diminish the classification error. Our approach
is processed under three main sub stages, namely pre-processing, feature extraction and
classification. Theraw data is filtered through the hybird fuzzy color and stacked approach
to eradicate unwanted noises and enhance the image quality. In an extraction phase, from the
stacked dataset the features are extracted with the rid of hybrid multiscale feature extraction
unit and the size of the network and features are diminished with the sake of SAM based CNN.
Finally, in the CNN model, the SVR is incorporated to classify the healthy and pneumonia
images. The error is classification approach is tackled with AMRFO approach. The quantita-
tive and confusion matrix results proclaim the preferable outcome for the proposed tactic
compared with existing methods. The performance of the proposed model attains an accuracy
of 97%, precision 95%, recall 97% and F-score 96%. In the future, this study had enhanced
with various deep learning solutions to detect and identify the affected area in the radiographic
scans. As well as in future, we plan to develop structuring approaches to enhance the quality of
the dataset.

Data availability Data sharing not applicable to this article as no datasets were generated or analysed during the
current study.
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